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The presentation gives an overview about the current SOC status in JÜLICH. JÜLICH has been 

working on SOFC development since the early ninetees. The R&D covers the whole 

development chain, starting from powder synthesis, powder processing, manufacturing of cells, 

coatings, sealants and interconnects, assembly of stacks, operation of button and single cells 

and stacks, system development and modelling and ending with system testing. Five JÜLICH 

institutes are incorporated into the R&D works. Meanwhile the longest ever operated SOFC 

stack is running in JÜLICH (> 70,000h or 8 years). Stack degradation rates of 0.2 to 

0.6%/1,000h seem to be reachable. Future SOFC tasks are: lower the operation temperature 

from typically 700°C down to below 500°C (SOFC or PCFC); development of a modular, 

robust stack design for systems > 50kWel; developemnt of a combined SOFC/SOEC system. 

In recent years also high-temperature electroysis is an R&D theme. A standard SOFC stack 

operates since more than 12,000h in electrolysis mode, thereby showing that the base 

technology works. 

A recently introduced technology called Rechargeable Oxide Battery (ROB) combines the 

SOFC and the SOEC by having stagnant H2O/H2 on the fuel side. By alternately operating the 

system in SOFC or SOEC mode an incorporated metal can be oxidized or reduced and thus 

surplus electrical energy generated by wind and solar power can be stored. In times of higher 

electricity demand the ROB can operate in fuel cell mode delivering electricity. 

Finally, the presentation emphasizes on degradation of SOFCs to highlight one part of the 

research done in the past 10 years. Especially Cr poisoning of the air electrode plays a key role 

in long-term behavior. 

 


